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LEARNING IN THE SOUTHERN NIGERIAN 
UNIVERSITIES 

Muhib 0. Opeloye 

Introduction 
I I After 30 ycars of Arabic and lslamic Ieiuni~~g in the hrige"m universities, it is 1 appropriate to assess the contributions of the 'ilm,:\!ahl schools to the teaching 

of these two subjects at this level of the Nigerian educational system. The three I 
decades had ivitneswd a period of death  of admissible students (during which 1 ' i l m i j y a l i  schools had to come to the rescue of the universities) and a period of 
relative ease to pet s t~~dcnts  for admission especially when the two subjects 1 
became entrenched in the secorldary school curriculum. We would attempt in 1 this study to find out how the inclusion of Arabic and Islarnic Studies syllabus 
in the secondary school certificate examination in the early seventies had 
affected the contributions of the ' i l m i y ~ c t k  schools to Arabic and Islamic 1 Ieaming in the Southern Nigerian universities2. 

It is important to know that Arabic and lslamic learning ~ k e ' ~ l a c e  as 
distinctive disciplines only in three southern universities viz., University of I 
Ibadan, University of Ilorin and the Lagos State University, hence our focus on 1 
these institutions. In the other universities in this geographical region Islamic 
Studies is taught as part of religious studies while Arabic is taught as a service 1 
course to Islamic Studies.? 

I Our investigation indicates that in this part of the country three 
' i l m i p y a h  schools had so far been playing a leading role in serving the 1 
universitysystem in this regard and they are coincidenhlly located close to the 1 

! seat of the three universities. They are Markaz al-Ta'lim d -  ' k a b i  d - I s l h i ;  al- 
, Ma'had al-'Arabi an- Naiii" and al-Ma'had al-Azhari. Conseq"6ntly these three I . . - 
! institutions shall be made our reference points for illustration. 
i 

This papei has been divided into three pans. the first discusses the i' traditional form of Arabic and lslamic learning; the second focuses on the I 
1 emergence of the modern standard Arabic school (referred to  as the ' i l m i y y a i l  

i school) while the third examines the contributions of the reformed 'ilmivpah 
schools to Arabic and Islanlic 1c;trning in thc r~niversities. 

I 
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Contrihlrtions of 'llmiypah Sclrools 

Arabic and Islamic Learning through the Traditional Pedagogics . - 

The history of Arabic and Islamic learning in the geographical area now known 
as Nigeria is traceable to the advent of Islam. This form of learning first took 
place in Kanem Bomo, followed by Hausaland and then Yorubaland. It would 
therefore be safe to assume that it dates back to about 1000 C.E.' It was indeed 
the first fornl of folmal education known in the country. 

Traditional pedngogies as rightly observed by D. Wagners are those 
which were generally used in most formal schooling contexts p"r to the 18th 
century advent of Inass public education. The method was often used for (be 
transmissioli of religious education and it was characterised by its emphasis on 
rotc recitation. a fixed body of written liturgy. individualised instruction ~ r l d  
lack of age-graded curricula. Judaism, Christianity and Hinduism used the 
method to train religious elites and lay persons over many centuries before 
Muslims adopted it.6 The contemporvry use has however declined rapidly. 

0" [he Nigerian scene, different grades oftraditional Qur'jnic schools 

are still in operation ranging from the primary to the higher levels. Those in the 
former category are known as hlnkorantu uNo (the tablet school) while those in 
the latter ~ r o u p  are known as 'liimi (the higher schools) to use rhe Flausa - ~ 

te rminolo~y.~ 
The mode of instruction as aptly described by ~ ~ t ~ r t b i y i ~  is the 

traditional panot-like repetition and rnemorisation method. The teacher copies 
Arabic alphabet on the pupils wooden slates. then, employs the choral 
technique to teach them. Each letter is taught by describing its shape as it 
appears on the slate. The next stage is the teaching of some Arabic words and 
chapters of the Qur'" which are copies on the slates. chanted and learnt by 
m t e  The pupils are not taught the meaning of the words they have memorised. 
The instruction goes on in usually small classes. manned by some local mallam 
(corrupted form of Ma'ali im) and situated within some mosque p ~ m i s e s .  
inside the courtyards of some private houses or under the shade of trees. The 
ages of the pupils who attend thisschool mnge from 4-10. In view of the fact 
that most of the Qur 'anic  school pupils still attend secular schools. the 
Qur72nic school sessions are held outside' the secuhr school hours incitlding 
Saturdays and Sundays. 

Pupils willing to further their Qur'anic education move to the next stage 
known as ilni school where they are taught the meaning of the Qur32nic 
chapters and verses they had committed to memory? It is at this smge that they 
are introduced to Hadith (the apostolic traditions). The next s a g e  which may 
be described as post secondary is where the students are introduced to a variety 
of Arabic and Islamic branches of knowledge such as Grammar, Rhetoric. 
Jurisprudence, Qur'lnic exegesis, TSnkh and apostolic traditions It is at this 
stage that the student chooses his field of speciality. lo  

As far as we know the traditional Qur 'a ic  system made no direct 
contribution fo the development of Arabic and Islamic lear~ting in Nigerian 
universities as most products of the system still had to pass through the modern 
Arabic schools before they cou:dbecomematerials amenable for the university 

education. The emergence of western civilisation in Nigena no doubt 
a trrrible blow to the traditional Qur7&ic education. In order to make this form 

of learning to continue to flourish in the country it had to be patterned after 
western-type schools. hence the emergence of the reformed 'i0nipyah  school^. 

Arabic and Islamic Learning in the Reformed 'iltni-vyalt Schools 

The first modem standard Arabic school to be established in the southern p x t  
of the country is Markor a[-To'litn founded in Apl-il 1952 by the l ak  Shaykh 
Adam Abdtrllah al-llori. The school which started in a rented apartment in 
Abeokutawith the assistance of the Ansar ud-deen Society moved to its present 
site in Agege near Lagos in 1954.'' The school at prcsent lias a student 
population of 1,500 students with staff strength numbering 25.12 The school 
influenced many others to spri~ig up in the different parts of the region. 

The first among them is al-Ma'had d-'Arabi founded in Ibadan in 1957 
Iry Shaikh Murtada Abdus-Salam with the assistance of Shaikh Adam 
~ b d u l l a h . ~ i  The Islamic organisation known as Shabbabul Islam based in 
Ibadan were co-founders of the school even though they withdrew t h e ~ r  
participation no sooner than the school took off. 

In the same year al-Ma'had al-Adabi was founded in Ilorin by His 
Eminence Shaikh Kamalu-din al-Adabi. The school came to bc known as al- 
i h ' h a d  a l - ~ z h a r i  in 1964.14 These three hare  up t i l l  the present bee11 the 
leading reformed 'i/mi~y.oh schools in the region. Behind the establishment of 
these institutions lie common aims and objectives. viz.: 

i) 
i i )  

i i i )  

i v )  

to prornote scholarship in Arabic and Islamic Studies. 
to bring moderr~ity into the teaching of Arabic and Islamic Studies 
which was being taught in a very cmde way in the Qur'linic schools. 
to develop in the Arabic learner the four language skills of listening. 
speaking, reading and writing in the use of the language. 
to inculcate Islamic values in the students with a view to making them 
good Muslims. 

v) to teach the twin disciplines with the aim of facilitating Islamic 
propagation. 

1,;) to train Arabic and Islamic teachers, preachers as well as Imams. 

The structure of the reformed 'ilmipyali school system consias of three 
sections. viz., the preparatory section varic.gsly referred to as (Tahdiri) or 
ihiidd'i; the lower secondary ( l 'dadi)  and the senior secondvry (Thanari or 
f int j i l~i) .  Between seven and nine years are spent in school depending on 
ivhether o r  not one has background in Arabic before enrollirig in the school. 
The sub.jects taught include Nahw (syntax;. $ a r t  (morpl~ology) Inriin' 
(composition). Rulag/*.irn (rhetoric) and Mm!iq  (logic) Others ;ire Tafrn/rir 01- 
I (QurT%nic Exegesis). Fiqh (Jurisprudesce) Hcrlirl~ (the Apostolic 
tradition) and Tarikh a/-l.r/iim (Islamic Histc-,ry). 



In this system, to a large extent traditional pedagogics are discarded. 
The instrl~ction is not individunlised, the curricula are graded according to the 
students' ability and age; the course duration is definite; teaching is based on 
recommended texts most often imported; examinations are conducted to assess 
students' progress; academic programmes are executed with plans. The schools 
are in most cases managed by sold proprietors leaving the day to day 
administration to an appointed principal. The schools generate funds basically 
from students' fees and aids received from foreign Islamic g~\~ernments.  

In spite of the reforms introduced into the 'ilmiygah schools some 
elements of traditional pedagogics still persist. For i ~ s t a n c e  l e m i n g  by rote is 
still encouraged while translation method of teaching is still very much in 
vogue. This method has received vehenient criticism from some writers who 
see memorisation styles as displacing critical thinking thus promoting poor 
learning habits.1' This observation ir not a true reflection of the lexning habits 
of many products of the 'ilrniyyol~ schools who are generally known to have 
excelled in their chosen fields of study after leaving the system. This is 
particularly the case with those r h o  get to u~~i i~ers i ty  to further their studies in 
Arabic and lslamic learning. This suldy reveals that in academic performance 
thev are better than those without 'ilrniy~oh school background, which will be . . ~  ~ 

made clear in the next section. 

The Contributions of 'ilmiyyah Schools to Arabic-Islan~ic Learning in the I 
University Systenl 

The contributions of the 'lltnrpail schools to Arabic and Islamic Studies in the 
southern Nigeria universities can be quantified by finding out the ratio of the 
students with 't/rnir,nil school background to those without 'ilmiyyah school 
backiround as well as by comparing their performmce. The teaching personnel 
will not be left out either. As earlier mentioned. our focus would be on the 1 
three universities where these disciplines are properly ~ u g h t .  We may start ' 1 
with the University of Ibadan. 

Arabic and Islamic learning started at the uniYersity with the 
erwblishment of Department of Arabic and Islamic Studies in the year 1961, in 
realiGtion of the growing imporlance of the twin disciplines. It opened with 
rhree lecturers who were of foreign nationality. namely. Mr. B.G. Martins, a 
Briton, Mr. J.O. I1unwic.k (now a professor), an American andMr.  F.H. El- 
Masri, a Sudanese. They were joined in 1963 by Mr. A.R. Dehaini, a Lebanese 
~ o v e r n m e n t  sponsored lecturer and in 1964 by Mr. M . O , A  ~ b d u l  Ihe first 
indigenour lecturer who became a professor of lslamic Studies in the 
Department before he died in the year 1985. 

After completing the necessary spade wcrk two academic programmes 
were launched in 1963 v iz .  Bachelor's Degree in Arabic and lslamic Studies 
and a Certificate course in Arabic. The former was a four-year programme 
(including y e s  abroad) while the latter was a one-year course designed for 
the products of ' i lmi~ya l i  schools to provide an interim measure for the 
provision of qualified teachers of Arabic and Islamic Stodies in the Muslim 

secondary schools. Wiitiin the first 10 years students admitted for the degree 
course were mostly those without background in Arabic. This i s  
understandable since Arabic and Islamic studies were not part of school 
certificate syllabus until 1972. The Department was only able to attract 
students with background in Arabic when the products of certificate course 
began to return for degree programme in the early 1970's after satisfying the 
admission requirements. Table 1 (p. 34) shows the number of students who 
finished the first degree and certificate courses between 1964 and 1972: 

The degrec students during this period, being products of westem type 
schools. had no affinity whatsoever with the 'ilmiyyah schools.l7 They were 
people without an iota of knowledge of Arabic and lslamic Studies, and h e y  
could have done othcr courses for which they were well prepared but for either 
of these two reasons: the curiosity to know wlist Arabic and Islamic Studies 
were aII about or the attmcrion to the course by the scholarship offered by the 
Department. Students helonging to the former category were known to have 
excelled in the course despite their lack of previous knowledge in the field. To 
this group helong 1.A. Ogunbiyi and S.H.A. Malik The former, a Christian by 
faith, beiori~s to the 1968 set and he is at present a Professor of Arabic 
Lanzaane and Literature at the Lagos State University. The latter who belongs 
to the I971 srr is now the Acting Head of Department of Arabic and Islamic 
Studies at tlie University of Ibadan. The experience of these scholars sho~vs 
that lack of previous kso-led~e may not be a bamer to good mastery of the 
subjects. 

With the cornmencement of the second decade. the Department of 
.Arabic and lslamic Studies. started to reap the fruit of the certificate coursc 
designed for tlie ' i / n f I y ~ ~ B  school products as they stated to return for degree 
course after passing the ce~tificate course m d  satisfying the other university 
requirements This does not hou,ever discotsage the Department from 
continuing to admit students without any background in Arabic and Islamic 
Studies It olily meant running two types of programmes for the two categories 
of students uii., Syllabus A, a three-year course for students wiL  solid 
background in the tieldl8 and Syllabus B, a four-year course (including one 
year abroad) for the other category of students. With the passage of time when 
Arabic ulas separated from Islamic Studies, the former group members were 
more inclined to opt for Arabic while the latter group opted for lslamic Studies. 
I t  should be nored [!)at this was still a period when teaching of Arabic and 
Islamic Studies in the secondary schools had no effect on the disciplines in the 
liniversity. As Table 2 ip. 351 shows: students who had only recond 'q  ;chool 
exposure in Arabic and Islmiic Studies without 'Ilmiyyab school background 
were almosr nil. 

I t  is evident from Table 2 that up to 1975 A'rnhic and Islamic Studies 
uzel.c not awarded separate degrees. I t  is to be noted also that up till that year 
the students who graduated in the coursr were predominantly those wihour 
' ; / t~ln! '~~/i  school baclgrossd ivifh the exception of 197) ;md 1974 where few 
of the p-aduat in~ studems belonged to the syllabus A group. 



Table 1: Showinl the number of students who completed Certificate and Degree courses at the University of lbaclan between 
1961 and 19721" 

Table 2: Showing the number of studenls with and without 'ilnzryyah school backgrnund who completed the University of Ibadon 
degree in Arabic and lslamic Studies between I973 and 198019 
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I (11. 40) shows the number of the students who graduated with or without 
education in ' ilrni~yr~li school in the last four yertrs. 

I It should be noted that no students graduated from the Arabic unit in 
1988 because i t  started with a 4-year degree programme and the only student 
for the programme had no background in Arabic. The student graduated in 
1989 with 2nd upper which shows that students without 'ilrniygah background 
could do well with hard work. This is fulther confirmed by the results of 1990 
and 1991 as evident in column '7. 

The Arabic unit was able to attract 4 students with 'ilrniygak school 
background in 1991 and 3 of them obtained 2nd upper which confirms our 
assertion that students with this background are more likely to have good class. 
It is however amazing that in that very class a student without background in 
'ilrni!:\cllr school obtained a first class. This shews that with dedication and 
hard work a student can excel in the course without any good background. In 
the same way a student with good background can perform poorly if he shows 
no seriousness. It is imporunt, however, to know that Lagos State University 
Arabic progr-anlmr. as at present, reflects students' lack of background in the 
discipline. 

Table 5 sllo\vs that the first set of graduates of Islamic studies were all 
lacking in 'ilrniyyr111 school background which largely accounts for their not 
very good performance. The situation improved in the subsequent years where 
the classes included students of 'ilrniyyalt school background who obtained 
good classes. 

So far we have considered the effect of ' i lrniyah schools on enrolment 
and performance of students of Arabic and Islamic Studies: Our focus here is 
on the teaching force. Table 6 (p. 41) shows the number and 'ilrniypah school 
background of the academic staff in the three universities. 

1 Conclusion: Recommendations 

It is clear from the foregoing discussion that the 'ilrniyyah schools have made a 
tremendous contribution to Arabic and Islamic learning in the southern 
Nigcrian universities. They provided the much needed foundation for the study 
of the twin disciplines at the university level so much so that acquisition of new 
knowledge in the field has become less cumbersome for the products of the 
'ilrniyyah schools. 

As already pointed out, the University of Ibadan Certificate course in 

( . 
Arabic helped a great deal in preparing the 'ilrnigyoh school stodents for 

i 
university admission to do Degree course in Arabic and Islamic studies. 
Between 1963 and 1985 when the course was phased out, admission was 
offered to 293 studentc.21 many of whom had sat for the General Ce~tificate of 

I Education and having satisfied university admission requirements had returned 
for degree in Arabic and Islamic Studirs. This number may appear too few but 
i t  helped in a way. 

With the aholition of the Certificate course and other 'sub-degree 

/ pro_rrainrnes. the 'ilmi!:\air school may no longer effectively serve as sources to 



Table 5: Showing the number of students with and without 'ilmiyyoh school background who completed degree in Arabic and 
Islamic Studies at the Lagos State University between 1988 and 1991 

Table 6 :  Showing the number and 'ilmiyyoh school backgrorrnd of the academic staff in the three universities 

At the University of Ibadan, out  of 7 teaching staff only 1 had no 'ilmiyynh school exposure; at the University of Ilorin there is none while 
at the Lagos State University 4 out of I4 are without such an exposure and 3 of these are in the junior cadre. The 3 'ilmiyyah schools 
identified as the leading schools actually have the highest figures, but then the Owo school has to be seen as an extension of the Ma'had a1 
Adabi. 



rccruit intakes for the Degree courscs in Arabic and Islamic Studies. The 
situation of Arabic (and to some extent Islamic Studies) in the secondary 
schools is not helpful either. The subject is not popular among students, apart 
from the fact that students' performance is very poor. This is confirmed by the 
statistics in Table 7 (p. 43). 

If we compare the entries for the four subjects above, we can sce that 
only a fewer number of candidates offer Arabic. Worse still is the fact that 
Inorc than 80% of the candidates would not be qualified for university 
admission to read Arabic, having scored below C6. 

The entry for English, a compulsory subject, is cited to let us have an 
idea of the total number of the SSCE candidates for the year 1991. The entry 
for Islamic Studies is very low when we compare it with that of the Chrrstinn 
Studies. It is sad to note that the total number of Islamic Studies candidates are 
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qun1ifir.d for university admission for degree in Islamic Studies. 

Many factors have been identified as responsible for the low en[[-? and 
performance of the candidates for Arabic and Islamic Studies. These include 
dewth of the teachers of the twin disciplines, scarcity of st~itnble text books. 
inadequate number of contact hours on the time-table and the fact tl~at the 
syllabi of the two subjects are too extensive. 

All these go to buttress the fact that the secondary schools would. for a 
long time to come, be unable to cope with the demands of the universities on 
admission which is why the 'ilmiyyah schools cannot be dispensed with. The 
following are therefore our recommendations for better utilisation and 
functionality of the 'ilmiyyah schools: 

1. The entire 'ilrr~iyyali school system should be standardised and unified 
such that the same academic programme is run by all. 

2. Some secular subjects especially in humanities should be incorporated 
into the cumculu,m to put an end to the lop-sidedness of thc academic 
programme. This will help the products of the system who may be 
willing to further their 1earning.at the university level. The teaching of 
science subjects in Arabic as practised in some of the schools should be 
discouraged for lack of facilities to teach them effectively. That should 
be left for the secondary schools. 

3. Admission requirements into the system should be stand'udised. Only 
candidates who have completed primary schooYeducation and who have 
acq~~ired Qur'znic reading skill should be admitted. It follows then that 
maximum of 6 years should be spent in the 'ilrniyyclh scl~ool. The pupil 
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will therefore be 21 years old before seeking admission into a university I 
which is not too late. I .c 

vi . . 4. Products of 'ilmiyjnk school system who satisfy the conditions in 2 and t- 
3 above should be considered admissible into the SS I class instead of i 
enrolling in JSS I. Many have done this in the past and i t  is time : c: 
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Conrrihitrions c( 'llmi?:\nh Schools ! 
I 

wasting. If this could be achicved the 'ilmiyyah school would have been 
properly integrated into the Nigerian educational system. 

1 
I 

5. The foregoing suggestions presuppose that a co-ordinating body should I 

be set up to supervise the academic activities of these schools. The ! 
assistance of the Ministry of Education in each State should be sought in 
this regard. This body is to determine which 'ilmiyyah schools would be 
qualified to present candidates for the SSS level. It follows that the 
schools should be graded. 

6. The ultimate aim of the ' i lmiyyah schools should be to prepare 
candidates directly for the universities. If this is possible for the 
theological seminaries it should not be impossible for the ' ilmiyyc~h 
schools. Already three ' i lmi~yak schools in Ogun and Lagos States have 
developed to the level of being able to feed the universities directly. 
These are Zulikha Ahiola College of Arabic and Islamic Studies, 
Abeokuta, an affiliate of Usman Dan Fodio University; Awayewaserere 
College of Arabic arid Islalnic Studies, Ososa, an affiliate of the 
University of lbadan and Ansar-ud-Deen Institute, also an affiliate of 
Ibadari University. These three should be the models for the rest of the 
'ilmi?:lcilt schools in the southern Nigeria. 

I. Bi ' ihi isyah schools we mean the %andud Modern Arabic Schmls; patterned a lc r  h e  western- I 
r).pc sch&~ls. 

2 Thc southern uni\~ersitics in tlic rontcx~ of  h i s  papcr arc hose laatcd in the s ~ u b  of  the Nigcr I 
River. 

3. Such univcrs~ries include the Ohaicmi Awolowo Univcrsity. Ogun Slate Univcrsity and 
University n f  N~gcria. Nsukka. 

4. F. Niy i  Akinnaso and lsnac A. Ocunbiyi :'The Place of Arabic in Language Planning and 
Laneuarc Education in Nixcria," in I ~ ~ n g ~ r a f e  Pmhleff~s and Innguage Planning, Vol. 14. No 
1. ~ p r i i g  1990 (~mstc rdah .  1990). p. 3. 
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